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The period from the end of the First World War until the start of the Depression in 1929 is known as the Jazz Age. Jazz had become popular music in America, although older generations 5 1924 6 1925 1923 – Tin Roof Blues is a jazz composition by George Brunies, Paul Mares, Neo-swing South African jazz. RFI - Blend of an era: South Africa's jazz age 7 Aug 2010. Jürgen Schadeberg is no stranger to South Africa. He captured some of the most important moments in South African history. At a very important. Formats and Editions of Jazz, blues & swing: six decades of music. AbeBooks.com: Jazz, Blues and Swing: Six Decades of Music in South Africa: 2007. 168pp. Includes foreword by Z. Pallo Jordan and four essays: Of Roots and Jazz, Blues & Swing: Six Decades of Music in South Africa book by. Quincy Delight Jones Jr. born March 14, 1933, also known as Q, is an American musician and record producer. His career spans six decades in the entertainment industry, a record 79. In 1971, he became the first African American to be the musical director and conductor of the Academy Awards ceremony. In 1995, he...